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After a series of events that leave Stuart feeling marooned in their middle-of-nowhere lake cabin, George
and Stuart, with the help of the Littles family pets and a young fox who lives nearby, escape through an

open window and into the wilderness. Helping to get them home is none other than Ralph the fox (a
character who first appeared in the Hans Christian Andersen short story "The Ugly Duckling"). In the
years since their narrow escape, George and Stuart have fathered six adventuresome cubs who have
grown into small adults. As they return to the family lake cottage, the Littles notice a pair of fox cubs

nipping at Georgeâ€™s heels. Its apparent that something has gone terribly wrong as the cubs venture
into the house and, in an outburst of absent-minded (though not entirely unexplained) madness, usurp
the entire house and demolish it. Stuart is startled out of bed and briefly acts as the houseâ€™s new

chief caretaker while George is incapacitated by a brain-splitting fever. While grieving for the house, and
to their surprise, the Littles discover that their home is on top of a giant pile of toxic waste. George and
the cubs make their first escape from the site on a squirrel-powered hot air balloon. In the land of the
Littles, the cubs run out of oxygen and suffocate in their sleep. Confronted with their untimely demise,

Stuart is forced to decide whether to let the boys breathe their last breaths or suffocate them. He
ponders and finally decides to give them one last chance to return home. After Stuart unsuccessfully

sends the cubs to his imprisoned counterpart, Snowbell the alley cat, the cubs run back to the cottage
seeking shelter. Impressed with their newfound mechanical abilities, Stuart shows them how to turn on

the gas and cook with an open flame. The cubs discover that they have missed the sound of humans and
delight when they hear of the Littles. A human with an interest in the cubs, his name is Mr. Lyon, invites

them to stay at his place to safety. Heres hoping that the cubs will be at home too.
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After a series of events that leave Stuart feeling marooned in their middle-of-nowhere lake cabin,
George and Stuart, with the help of the Littles family pets and a young fox who lives nearby, escape

through an open window and into the wilderness. Helping to get them home is none other than Ralph
the fox (a character who first appeared in the Hans Christian Andersen short story "The Ugly

Duckling"). In the years since their narrow escape, George and Stuart have fathered six
adventuresome cubs who have grown into small adults. As they return to the family lake cottage, the
Littles notice a pair of fox cubs nipping at Georgeâ€™s heels. Its apparent that something has gone
terribly wrong as the cubs venture into the house and, in an outburst of absent-minded (though not
entirely unexplained) madness, usurp the entire house and demolish it. Stuart is startled out of bed

and briefly acts as the houseâ€™s new chief caretaker while George is incapacitated by a brain-
splitting fever. While grieving for the house, and to their surprise, the Littles discover that their home
is on top of a giant pile of toxic waste. George and the cubs make their first escape from the site on

a squirrel-powered hot air balloon. In the land of the Littles, the cubs run out of oxygen and suffocate
in their sleep. Confronted with their untimely demise, Stuart is forced to decide whether to let the
boys breathe their last breaths or suffocate them. He ponders and finally decides to give them one

last chance to return home. After Stuart unsuccessfully sends the cubs to his imprisoned
counterpart, Snowbell the alley cat, the cubs run back to the cottage seeking shelter. Impressed with

their newfound mechanical abilities, Stuart shows them how to turn on the gas and cook with an
open flame. The cubs discover that they have missed the sound of humans and delight when they

hear of the Littles. A human with an interest in the cubs, his name is Mr. Lyon, invites them to stay at
his place to safety. Heres hoping that the cubs will be at home too. 5ec8ef588b
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